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Diagnosis and Surgical Management of Renal TumorsSpringer, 2018

	Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common primary malignancy of the kidney, with an estimated 64,000 new cases diagnosed each year in the United States. Worldwide, this figure approaches 270,000 annual incident cases. At the time of initial presentation, 80% of patients with RCC will be diagnosed with a tumor localized the kidney. The...
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Tissue EngineeringCRC Press, 2007

	Increasingly viewed as the future of medicine, the field of tissue engineering is still in its infancy. As evidenced in both the scientific and popular press, there exists considerable excitement surrounding the strategy of regenerative medicine. To achieve its highest potential, a series of technological advances must be made. Putting the...
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Mechanisms of Angiogenesis (Experientia Supplementum)Birkhauser, 2005

	Is it advisable to go back from bedside to the bench? During the last decade, few topics encountered such a broad interest in bio- gy and medicine as angiogenesis. The amazing ability of the body to restore blood flow by induction of blood vessel growth as part of an adaptive process has alarmed physicians dealing with diseases in which...
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Advancement of Machine Intelligence in Interactive Medical Image Analysis (Algorithms for Intelligent Systems)Springer, 2019

	The book discusses major technical advances and research findings in the field of machine intelligence in medical image analysis. It examines the latest technologies and that have been implemented in clinical practice, such as computational intelligence in computer-aided diagnosis, biological image analysis, and computer-aided surgery and...
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The Sanford Guide to Antimicrobial Therapy 2006 (Sanford Guide to Animicrobial Therapy)Antimicrobial Therapy, 2006

	This annual reference provides information on antimicrobial therapy, antimicrobial spectra, antibiotic dosage and side effects, antiviral agents, pediatric dosages, drug interactions, and more, all in a pocket sized format.
...
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Multiple Sclerosis: Etiology, Diagnosis, and New Treatment Strategies (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2004

	A synthesis of current concepts about the evaluation, treatment, and future directions in MS. On the evaluation side, the authors review the use of MRI, magnetic resonance spectroscopy, functional MRI, and three-dimensional MRI, and consider the rapidly developing body of pathologic information they have yielded. On the treatment side, the...
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Radiation Oncology Advances (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2007

	Radiation therapy remains a mainstay of cancer treatment: it is estimated that around half of all cancer patients in Europe, in the US probably close to two-thirds, receive radiation therapy as part of their initial therapy, for salvage or for palliation. There are good reasons to expect the role of radiation therapy in the management of...
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Sound Sleep, Sound Mind: 7 Keys to Sleeping through the NightJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	
		Do you lie awake each night tossing and turning, trying to fall asleep or stay asleep? Are you tired of the quick-fix, over-the-counter, or prescription drug remedies that promise more than they deliver? If you're one of the millions who struggle with sleepless nights, you need to know that most people with insomnia or other...
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Depression, the Mood Disease (A Johns Hopkins Press Health Book)The Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	Depression is a mood disorder that affects one in ten Americans in any given year. At one time too stigmatized to be mentioned in polite conversation, depression is now discussed frankly in the media, and advertisements for drug therapy appear everywhere. The third edition of this widely acclaimed book reflects changes in how mood disorders...
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What All Network Administrators KnowTheNetworkAdministrator.com, 2003
This book is in response to the daily e-mails I receive from my website TheNetworkAdministrator, that ask the question; "What do I need to know to become a network administrator?" Some of you reading this book might find that you have all the qualifications needed, while others may become easily discouraged. Don’t be discouraged....
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Doing Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy: Adapting Psychodynamic Treatment to Contemporary PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Almost 10 years ago I wrote a guide to child therapy. I worked

	hard, then, to make the book relevant, timely, and thorough. But a lot

	has happened over the past decade. The economics of mental health, a

	euphemism for managed care and insurance companies, have grown from

	supporters of what we do to dictators of it. Even as we meet...
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Non-viral Gene Therapy: Gene Design and DeliverySpringer, 2005

	Several years ago, when the discovery of catalytic RNA was recognized in a public manner, many people asked if new ?elds of therapy would soon be available. Although some tentative positive answers were given, nobody would say with certainty that RNA of various kinds was a truly promising means of altering gene expression. In fact, over the...
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